
 Geography: Our Local Area 
In Geography children will develop their geographical 
understanding and location knowledge about their own 
community and identify some of the different features within 
their local area. They will use simple maps and basic symbols 
within a key and explore where in the world we live.   
Key Skills 

 I can use simple maps and basic symbols within a key.   

 I can identify and describe what places are like 

 I can locate Wolverhampton on a map 
 

PSHE: My Feelings 
In PSHE children will learn about how to identify theirs or 
others’ emotions and investigate ways to self-regulate. They will 
develop their social skills to be kind and help others, and how to 
be a good friend. 
Key Skills 

 I can identify my emotions 

 I can explain what makes a good friend 

 

Design and Technology: Puppets 

In DT children will investigate a variety of hand puppets and develop 

their understanding of joining materials. They will learn how to join 

materials by sewing as well as work with a variety of different 

materials to create a suitable product. 

Key skills  

 I can use tools with care to create a product 

 I can sew two materials together 

History: Toys from the Past 

In History children will develop their historical understanding of 

their growth since birth and the changes that have happened. 

They will compare the toys that they play with now and in the 

past, and identify and explore the toys from different periods in 

time. 

Key Skills 

 I can use language in relation to the passing of time 

 I can compare toys from different time periods 
 I can explain why something is from the past compared to 

now 

Art and Design: Drawing Me! 
In Art children will learn how to sketch facial features from 
observation. They will learn about famous artists and compare 
their artwork. They will create a self portrait in their own style. 
Key Skills 

 I can focus on the features of the face, drawing them with 
a range of media 

 I can hold and use a paintbrush appropriately 

 I can identify the primary colours 

Key Texts 
 

Not a Stick by Antoinette Portis 
 
This is the Bear by Sarah Hayes 
 
Traction Man is Here by Mini Grey 
 
Naughty Bus by Jan Oke 
 
The Gingerbread Man 

Computing: Basic Skills 

In Computing children will learn how to handle and use a 

laptop. They will switch laptops and other devices on and off, 

use a mouse and keyboard to input information and select and 

use software.  

Key skills 

 I can turn a computer on and off 

 I can use a mouse to navigate a cursor on a screen 

 

RE: I Wonder … Questions that Puzzle Us 
In RE children will explore the ‘big questions’ that they might 
want to ask, including spiritual or religious ideas. They will 
investigate their own beliefs, ideas and values and identify some 
puzzles or mysteries about our own lives. 
Key skills 

 I can talk about religious stories that include mysteries 

Curriculum Enrichment  

Teddy Bear’s Picnic (‘Bring in a Toy’ day) 

Victorian Toy Workshop 

Wednesfield Local Area Walk (Subject to circumstances) 

 

Marvellous Me 

 

 

Curriculum Map  

YR: Year One          TERM: Autumn 

 

 

 

Science: All About Me and other Animals 
In Science children will investigate the parts of the human body 
and explore their five senses through a range of investigations. 
They will identify and classify a variety of common animals 
and share similarities and differences between each. They will 
perform simple tests, and gather and record data in different 
ways.  
Key Skills 

 I can identify the five senses and explain which body parts 
use them 

 I can name and classify different animal groups 

 I can set up and perform a simple test 

 

Mathematical Skills  
 

Place Value (up to 20) 

Addition and Subtraction 

Shape 

Length and Height 

Position and Direction 

Time 


